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edit or delete contributions where necessary.
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purposes.
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responsibility for the material or opinions
presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
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DEADLINE
10th of the month for contributions
which are NOT print ready.
15th of the month for market place
and anything print ready.

STATE ASSOCATIONS
For information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state association or club.
NSWHGA inc (address as for HGFA)
Sec. Vicki James
(02)4764848 H
ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka, 2603
Sec. Anthony
Gerrard
(062) 822464 H
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PO Box 400
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Sec, Warwick
Duncan
(03) 8579732 H
SAHGA
1 Stur! St
Adelaide, 5000
Sec. Mandy
Cashman
(08) 793829

OHGA
Po Box 212
Morningside, 4170
Pres. Mike Lewis
(07) 351 2188

Sydney HG Club
3rd Tues of month
Sports
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7.30 pm
Bernie 251 2704
N. Beaches HG
Club (Sydney)
Chris South
(02)635 8206
Newcastle
HG
Club
Pres. Rick Duncan
(049) 439599
Sec.
Alex
Boldyrew
(049) 631895

All Skysailor contributions from now on
should be sent to:Wesley Hill
C/o VHGA
PO Box 400
PRAHRAN, 3181
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Capricorn Skyriders Club
Marcus Cooper
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(079) 274366 W
Shane Newell
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Ian Hird
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EDITORIAL
Once again your favourite magazine has a new
Editor. Since this is my first Editorial I'm going to
make some promises (none of which I'll be able to
keep).
I intend to do everything possible to get Skysailor out
on time. This means sticking to the deadlines, so its
up to you to get material for Skysailor in on time.
The other thing I intend to do is keep my Editorials
short, which means i'd better finish this one here.
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Wesley Hill

Phone us to

EXPERIENCE
these great fun sports now ...
Aircraft Aerobatics and Joy Flights
Mountain Biking, Paragliding &

Hang Gliding Tandem Instruction
or join one of our great

HANG GLIDING ADVENTURE TOURS
we journey into Australia's best hang gliding areas :
• STANWELL PARK AREA - 90 kms of flyable escarpment.
8 great take ofts into "The Spectacular IIlawarra"
• Mid North Coast NSW - 26 flying sites, all directions
• Mount Buffalo Area - location of the '88 World Champs.

All tours have Meals, Accommodation and Transport provided.
We specialise in high performance equipment and are agents for Enterprise Wings.
Contact Scott Berry or Tony Armstrong
16, Murrawal Road, STANWELL PARK, NSW 2509
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CAIRNS VACATION
A feast of fresh prawns and chicken with a view of.
beaches and mountain ranges, under a ~arm t~opl~al
sun - this could only be paradise. Well, It wasn t qUite
paradise, but Cairns in June is close enough for me! I.
recently escaped the southern winter for a week ~r so In
our tropical north to catch up with friends and family a~d
of course, to fly. Cairns being my 'home' club of fle~gll~9
days, I was kindly lent gliders (yes folks, I ha? a choice.).
Thank YOU, Ernie, Kevin and Nev - I appreciated your
loans.
On yet another perfect day, Joanne
collects me to join Ray and others
for a casual midweek fly. After our
picnic on launch - Ray intends
flying with the ladies from n~w on we set up the gliders; there IS no
rush when the S.E. blows a steady
15-20 knots every day for a week or
so! Today I have Kevin's 162 Race
which soon proves to be a very
smooth machine.
The plan is to fly north to Mosman
and beyond - one by one we launch
and climb up the ridge behind us.
Terry, an English pilot with a Magic
4 and Mick with a Missile have been
airbourne for a while and soon turn
tail for the back bowl. I watch Terry
follow the spine up to the wall of t~e
bowl and climb effortlessly above It.
Looks easy, I have the right height,
but I hesitate - I was going to follow
Ray. He and Marj in the 140 Foi~
soon join me. Before long Ray flies
past with a huge 'Come on' sweep
of his arm and so we turn downwind. Ray, Marj and I - glancing
back I see Kevin and Greg in their
Visions turn downwind as well.
Nothing like group flying! We I~a~e
Joanne in her Mission and Christine
with the little Clubman to clock up
airtime on the ridge.
Ray and Marj fly up the middle of
the bowl while I elect to fly up the
spine as did Terry. The rainforested wall looms larger by the
second until, without warning the
glider pitches violently towards the
face. Shades of Eungella! This
could be a fly-on-the-wall trick if I
don't get this beast under control Kevin would not be impressed, the
thought flashes across my mind as I
throw my weight to correct. I'm getting thrashed and I'm not getting up!
4

I slip back onto the spine only to get
a repeat performance. And before I
can get things together I'm on the
north side of the spine, with nowhere to go except to soar the
small ridge over-looking Pretty
Beach.
I join the guys in the Visions - cursing myself over what appea.rs .will be
an extremely brief act of aViation.
So I slip into the holding patt~rn at
the ridge to assess the situation.
One of the Visions passes in front
and the pilot calls 'What now?'
'This is it buddy - the show is overl'
I answer. It dawns on me that this
is their 1st flight north and they are
waiting to follow me. Me, feeling
like a midget in a mac truck in the
mighty 162! So I settle down to ~y
favourite coastal pastime of maxlng
out. If I could just get enough
height to lob onto the Yule Pt. ridge
and slide back onto the range ....
An hour goes by as I yo-yo up and
down in the bubbles.
Hold it, this one feels more positive
- this could be my ticket out!
Slowly I start to gain, trying to stay
with it, rising ever so slowly - n~w I
have enough - let's go. I was right
in gaining as much as possible - the
air is not so buoyant and I lose 5
getting onto the Yule Pt. ridge - my
glide ratio in the 162 is lousy. The
Visions get to Yule Pt. and land good flying guys.
Once again I'm diving into a rainforested bowl, with one eye on a
cleared cane paddock. Deciding it
would be b .... rough to land in, I'm
determined to get up this time. I'm
prepared for the trashing when the
rotor nabs me and eventually I clear
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the top of the ridge. Aaah, now
where are we? Once again I
wonder why I spend so much time
gully gobbling.
Its 3.30, the small Cus are no
longer developing along the range,
the bubbles are disappearing. A
flock of tiny swifts rise out of the forest beneath me and I milk the lift
they are enjoying. Then its off
downwind again and off the end of
the range.
Four Mile Beach at Port Douglas
looks a loooong way off - I note the
available landing areas, all 2 of
them, near the road north of the
Mowbray River and set a middle
course between them and the
coastline. The first landing draws
level and falls behind - I veer towards the coast. The last roadside
paddock ..... its time to decide ..... I
keep going - its going to be close,
real close I I don't need to look
down - I know how deep the
mangroves below are - Chris and I
flew over them in the trike. I try not
to think about the crocodiles, but
my toes are pointedl Now .I'm
getting zero air and some 11ft from
the edge of the mangroves allows
me to ease the bar out a little. The
first tiny beach looms into my glide
path. A quick calculation of 34 foot
wing span + 10 foot of beach = me
in the drink!! Mmm, not the best
way to end a flight - I could ~robably
just tuck one wing into that little
alcove of sand .... those lovers are
in for a rude surprise!
Nature comes to my rescue - the
tree line on the little beach faces
directly into the now 20+ SE, givi~g
me enough lift to get onto the main
beach of Port Douglas' 4 Mile
Beach. Whistling in over the tops of
the palm trees to bank into the
wind, I release the VB and land.
Adrenalin-charged exhilaration, excitement, satisfaction - all these I
feel - a very short X-C but for me,
very rewarding. It was a fligh~ I had
planned to do since first learning to
fly in Cairns - back when we only
talked about flying to Port Douglas,
Mossman and beyond.
Thank you, Far North Queensland
pilots, for making it possible.
Marie Jeffery
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D.M. SOFTWARE 1 - - - - - - - - - - - ,

The programs listed below
are a small selection from our extensive
library of MSDOS. Free catalogues for Mac, Apple,
Com 64 are available as Is our complete MSDOS catalog.
PHONE (02) 517 2667

GRAPHICS

UTILITIES
MU 001 : CACHE & SPEEDPRINT BUFFER
MU 002 : NORTON LOOKALIKE. 17 great programs ,
MU 003 : CREATE YOUR OWN MENU - inc sysmenu . ezmenu &
automenu ,
MU 004 : DOS SHELLS - multitasking
MU 010: CALTECH UTILITIES - memory resident cut & paste. pop
up ASCII tables. resident printer codes,
MU 015 : KEYBOARD UTILITIES - newkey,
MU 019: PROFESSIONAL MASTERKEY - file . edit. search. undelete ,
MU 022 : DISK MASTER - beats XTREE

FINANCE & BUSINESS
MF 001 : GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTING - double entry system ,
Best seller,
MF 004 : 1-2-3 UTILITIES & W /SHEETS - 2 DISKS - $22, Macro
library and more,
MF 005 : 123 COMP S/SHEET. Aseasyas ,
MF 008 : S/SHEET VERIFIER. Tests 1-2-3 & Symphony,
MF 009: CREDITORS LEDGER-LOTUS 123, Records invoices.
payments .
MF 012: CAR MAINTENANCE CONTROL. Menu driven. reports
on 20 cars ,
MF 015: PC-CALC- 3DISKS - $30 , NEW RELEASE
MF 020 : SYMPHONY TIPS & W/SHEETS - 6 DISKS - $60, Vast array
of macros. biorythms. good documentation ,
MF 029 : 3D S/SHEET. Up to 64x64x64, Imports/exports Lotus/
DBase III files . macros. Qubecalc V3,

WORD PROCESSING
MW 001 : GALAXY. Wordstar compatible,
MW 002 : PCWRITE V2 .55.
MW 004 : JUNIOR WP. A must for kids,
MW 008 : MULTI PRINT CONTROLLER. Bradford. NLQ for w/star.
ASCII.
MW 011 : MIND READER. Powerful WP with artificial intelligence,
It learns as you write ,
MW 015: TECHNICAL WRITER. Provides support for equations
incl. subscripted/superscripted & Greek symbols ,

MG 001 : RAINBOW PAINT. Pull down windows. full featured
paintpack,
MG 004 CAD SYSTEM. 2/3D , Excellent program, Specify 512k or
640k ,
MG 011 : AUTOCAD TOOLS. Enhanced res for dotmatrix. drivers.
for Epson Oki.
MG 013 : GRAPHICAL REPORT ANALYSIS - 2 DISKS - $22, Kwik/
stat - descriptive & comp, stats. direct link to dbase III files,
MG 015 : PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGNER - 2 DISKS - $22 ,

GAMES
ME 001 : MURDER SOLVER
ME 002 : TENNIS & BILLIARDS
ME 010: RAILWAY TRACKS
ME 015: SPACE RESCUE
ME 136: CROSSWORD SOLVER
ME 161 : FLIGHT SIMULATOR
ME 165 : KIDS EDUCATIONAL GAMES
ME 169: ASTROLOGY - 2 DISKS - $22 ,

COMMUNICATION
MC 002 : PCTALK III. Excellent documentation ,
MC 011 : PROCOMM - Top seller
MC 015: TELIX. NEW RELEASE - 2 DISKS - $22,

DATABASE
MD 001 : FILE EXPRESS V4 - 2 DISKS - $22
MD 003 : LABEL PRINTER. Mail monster ,
MD 005 : INSTANT RECALL. Pop up db access info while on
other jobs,
MD 015: DBASE II/III APPLICATIONS - 5 DISKS - $60
MD 018 : FAMILY HISTORY - 2 DISKS - $22 , Prints reports and
charts,
MD 019: MAILING LIST MANAGER. MassAppeal. compiled
dbase appl .. 40 different report formats ,

LANGUAGES
MLSP 1 : TURBO PASCAL COLLECTION - IS OUR SPECIAL OF THE
MONTH , 13 DISKS OF PROGRAMMING AIDS & UTILITIES. NORMALLY $150 - FOR OCTOBER ONLY $100

EDUCATION/TUITION
MT 001 : 123 TUTOTIAL. Initial.
MT 002: 123 TU6TORIAL. Advanced,
MT 008 : Kids typing tutor,

GENERAL
MM 001 : INTRO TO ASTRONOMY
MM 003 : COMPUTER COOK
MM 004 : LIGHT PLANE NAVIGATIONAL AIDS. One of our top
sellers ,

Unless otherwise stated all disks are S15.00 (inc!. Sales Tax).
Add $3 ,00 for all 3 1/2" disks

ANY ORDER OF $65
OR MORE QUALIFIES
FOR 2 FREE DISKS OF
YOUR CHOICE

THE CHANCERY CLUB
Join the Chancery Club and be eligible
for 10% discount on all future orders for
the next 12 months. PLUS free postage &
packing. If you would like to join, the
membership fee is $25 per year

ORDERS TO BE SENT TO :
D.M. SOFTWARE
PO BOX 103
ENMORE. NSW 2042.
FAX: (02) 517 2667
DMMA1

PSS - It always rains in Kossen
PPPS - The boys got flogged in
Italy.
Bye for now
Mike Zupanc

Dear Sir/Madam,
I was witness to an accident
recently and having ~ the same
pilot in three previous accidents
within a year I decided that I should
briefly give my account of the latest.

Hi to all and sundry
Had some great flying in Italy,
especially at a site called Kortina
which is close to Belluno. This
place has smooth shear rock faces
which go to 12,000 ft, and lots of
them (narrow steep valleys) as well.
Great flying, but a terrible place.
Switzerland was good, largely good
flying except for some high passes
they kept sending us over. Between the passes (most notable the
"Turking" Turka pass) the radical
glacial wind and and the radically
changing air masses in the valley
(from great thermals to no thermals
in less than one kilometre) we had
some very interesting flying.
Ask Drew sometime how he lost the
basebar, hit the keel, and nearly
went upside down all in the one (not
so smooth) action. After the comp
we went to an airshow and afterwards got a lift back to Fiesch in a
1240 hp helicopter, hell of a ride
that wasl Flying up gorges so
narrow he had to put the chopper
over sideways to miss the rocks
with the rotor blades (no exagertion
going "zero g's" and freefalling over
the top of, and down the sides of
mountain peaks as well as some
pretty wild aerobatics. Definitely the
best part of Fiesch.
PS - Hope you can make some
sense of this scribble as I'm writing
this on my lap in an airport departure lounge.
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DATE:
28/5/88
SITE:
TAMBOURINE
CONDITIONS:
Strong Gusty
Westerly
INJURIES:
Suspected Broken
Rib(s), facial cuts and bruises
GLIDER:
Foil
DAMAGE:
Broken L.E.,
Badly bent uprights and base bar.
Suspected cross-bar and keel
damage.
-Most pilots set up early, but
when the wind increased they
packed-up or waited till late afternoon. Flying in these conditions is tricky enough but top
landing behind T.O. would be
foolish for the most experienced pilot.
He is a very nice fellow, but I am
tired of carrying him and his
glider from crash sites and
trees.
Concerned.

Dear Ed
I have three pOints I would like
raised:
(1)
Instructors already
contribute a great deal to the sport,
why not add a COACHS' CORNER
item to the magazine. The Instructor Coordinator could encourage us
all to contribute our experiences,
advice, complaints, anecdotes etc
to this ---- maybe even the odd
cartoon.
(2)
Please don't cut back
on SKYSAILOR issues! If funding
is tight, squeeze something else. I
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would personally prefer a reduction
in print quality to a reduction in
either the number of pages or
number of issues. You see, for
many of us, or at least those of us
that live outside Sydney, the
magazine is a VITAL source of information, news, interest, and even
enthusiasm. In those now long winter months when the flying is blownout, its my only source of vicarious
pleasure.
As "regional organ(3)
izer" I was getting regular copies of
a.H.G.A. and even H.G.F.A.
minutes to propagate. Alas the last
copy has now gone yellow on the
Club Notice Board. The frustrated
teeth marks of local pilots can easily
be seen in my expensive furniture
as they are no longer being kept in
touch. Communication is a problem. I, along with many other members of Capricorn Sky Riders
support idea of re-organizing the
sports administrative structure.
(4)
Oop's I can't count.
Remember the, 'THIS IS HANG
GLIDING', brochure produced a few
years ago. Let's promote our sport
with an up dated edition. Cost?l?
As Coaching Schools/instructors
would be the main beneficiaries,
rather than handing them out free,
they should be offered for sale at
10-15 cents a copy. This should
nearly cover the cost of a large run.
I always seem to have a waiting list
of people wanting to learn, and a
Brochure of this nature would be
very useful to help maintain enthusiasm, certainly worth the 15-20
cents cost of buying them.
(5)
Whatever happened
to the NUMBER and HELMET
STICKER the Novice Rating form
says instructors should have to
issue to their students who've
attained their pilot certificate? More
recently, (June SKYSAILOR) we
were told numbered S.T.M. books
would be sent to all schools. I
understood the new rating system
was to be fully operational by now.
Do I have to ask for this material or
is it sent automatically?
I think winter stinks too,
Shane Newell
Yeppoon

Dear Editor,
Since the demise of the Enterprise Wings telephone weather information service, the number of wasted
trips I have had to Stanwell Park has
gone through the roof. I am informed
that some of the more popular sites in
England and the US have had installed a device which measures wind
speed and direction, and that it is a
simple matter to telephone this
gadget. The object of the call is to be
informed of the current conditions by
a synthesised voice. Please may we
have such a device installed before I
give up the sport and take up full time
residence at my psychiatrists office.
If the NSWHGA decides that we
cannot afford such a luxury, from the
funds of its widespread membership,
is it possible to canvas through
Skysailor for people who would be
willing to contribute towards the
costs? At least that way I will know if
I have to pay for it by myself, and be
broke but sane.

Yours sincerely
Paul Blackburn.

DearWes,
Congratulations on your appOintment
as Editor of this once fine magazine.
I expect that, now that we have once
again got a pilot in the position. we
can return to the co-operative and
constructive approach so hastily
abandoned by your predecessor.
Having been denied access to the
magazine forthe past twelve issues,
I feel that it is necessary that I should
take this opportunity to speak out in
defence of a band of dedicated and
committed pilots whose efforts to
make this sport better have been met
with stubborn resistance and downright victimisation by the administration.
Contrary to the claims of the administration, the Flying Underground is
not anti-HGFA. We are, however,
staunchly pro-pilot, and have opposed certain exercises perpetrated
by the last committee simply because
they were demonstrably anti-pilot. As
we believe that you are also basically
pro-pilot in your motivations, we will
repeat the offer we made to Sue
Harris on more than one occasion:
our full co-operation and any assistance we can give.

PO BOX 53
MELROSE
S A 5483 INTRO
COMMENCED FULL-TIME OPERATION IN MAY
OFFERING

But now to the real point of this letter.
Please find enclosed the first in what
I hope to be a regularseries of articles
called "Underground Notes". The
aims of the articles is to raise the level
of theoretical knowledge of the average pilot and, in the process, provide
an accessible and useful resource for
pilots wishing to study for the ratings
system theory test. This in no way
implies any support for, or acceptance of, the current rating system
which we believe has been adopted in
an unconstitutional manner and specifically designed to advantage a
small group of commercial instructors. The theory test in particular is,
we believe, inferior in every way to
that proposed by the HGFA Committee at the 1987 Convention. The inadequacy of the theory test was demonstrated clearly at a recent meeting
of the Sydney Hang Gliding Club,
when the designers of the test were
unable to answer many of the questions in the Advanced section. Nevertheless, we hope that these articles
will prove helpful to those who are
presently battling to progress through
the system.
Blue Skies,

Chris South
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THE 'UNDERGROUND NOTEBOOKS

Part One - Thunderstorms
" ... And the monster came out of the rain.
The monster was supported upon a thousand electric blue
legs. It struck down a leg with a driving blow. Everywhere
a leg struck a tree fell and burned. Great whiffs of ozone
filled the rainy air, and smoke blew away and was broken up
by the rain. The monster was half a mile wide and a mile
high and it felt the ground like a great blind thing. Sometimes, for a moment, it had no legs at all. And then, in an
instant, a thousand whips would fall out of its belly, whiteblue whips, to sting the jungle". - Ray Bradbury
"The Long Rain".

·Strong winds in both the vertical
and horizontal planes. These may
easily exceed the maximum
penetration speed of the glider
and by requiring the pilot to exceed the Vne speed of the glider,
expose the glider to stresses exceeding the design limits of the
airframe;
·Severe turbulence resulting from
eddies and strong horizontal and
vertical wind shear. This can lead
to structural failure, gust-induced
stalls, inversions or tumbling;
·Reduced visibility from rain below the cloud. It is also entirely
likely that the pilot will be unable to
escape being drawn into the
cloud, resulting in total loss of visibility;
·Hail. Although this is more likely
to be of nuisance value than a real
hazard, large hailstones could
possibly cause structural damage
or injure the pilot;

8

This article is protected by copyright. It is
intended for private study purposes only
and may not be reproduced in part or in full
for any other use. Reproduction by commercial enterprises without the express
permission of the author(s) is strictly prohibited".

trapped in swages and sleeves
will expand on freezing and could
distort tubing and wires.
"Landing.
Severe turbulence,
sudden changes in wind direction
and strong winds in the vicinity of
thunderstorms make landings extremely hazardous. This should
not be construed as justification
for staying in the air, as this is
much more scary.
2. The Anatomy and Life cycle of a
Typical Thunderstorm

1. Hazards
Thunderstorms are among the most
violent and destructive natural phenomena known to Man. Soaring pilots (hang glider, parapente and
sailplane) are particularly at risk from
thunderstorm activity because the
unstable conditions ideal for crosscountry soaring are also ideal for the
formation of thunderstorms. The major hazards to the pilot are:

"COPYRIGHT WARNING:

·Lightning. Although the consequences of being struck whilst airborne are likely to be less severe
than being struck on the ground, it
is possible for structural damage
and physical injury to result. A
much more likely hazard is temporary flash blindness. It is also
wise to remember that a glider on
the ground is an excellent lightning conductor, and therefore a
terrible place to seek shelter;
·Exposure. Thunderstorms frequently reach altitudes of 35,000'
in temperate regions, and 45,000'
in tropical and equatorial zones.
These heights are not generally
considered ideal for human habitation, owing to the extremely low
temperatures and atmospheric
pressures found there. Hypoxia
(oxygen starvation), and hypothermia (low body temperatures)
are likely to be lethal well below
these heights. Tissue damage
from frostbite will occur at even
lower altitudes.
·Airframe icing. This can result in
jamming of moving parts such as
V.B pulley.s and ball tips, ordistortion of the airflow over the sail
causing higher stall speeds and
altered control responses. Extreme low temperatures will marginally increase the brittleness of
all structural components as well
as the sail and harness. Moisture
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The energy needed to power a thunderstorm is provided by the latent
heat released by the condensation of
water vapour or the freezing of water
droplets. This heats the surrounding
air, causing it to expand. This expansion results in adiabatic cooling,
which in turn results in the condensation orfreezing of more water vapour.
This results in still further releases of
latent heat, expansion and adiabatic
cooling. This process accelerates in
a manner reminiscent of a nuclear
chain reaction. The prerequisites for
thunderstorm formation are:
"Atmospheric instability. Unless
the local temperature lapse rate is
high enough, the release of latent
energy will be insufficient to overcome the effects of adiabatic
cooling.
• Abundant moisture. Water vapour must condense, or water
droplets freeze, in sufficient
quantities to release the latent
energy required to overcome adiabatic cooling
• A lifting mechanism to triggerthe
instability. This may be provided
by heating from below, high terrain, convergence where two
airstreams meet or in a low pressure system, or frontal activity.

The life cycle of a thunderstorm can
be broken down into three phases:
the cumulus stage, the mature (cumulo-nimbus) stage, and the dissipating stage. Although all thunderstorms start their lives as humble cumulus clouds, not all cumulus clouds
grow up to become thunderstorms.
The cumulus stage of a thunderstorm's development is characterised by rapid growth of the cloud and
strong updraughts reaching 3,000
feet per minute (approx 30 knots).
Throughout this phase the cloud will
have a uniformly flat base which will
become progressively darker, and a

lumpy, boiling top. In the very early
stages it may still be safe to utilise the
lift under the cloud and the lift from
wind being deflected up the windward
face of the cloud, although the unpredictable nature of storms makes even
this a gamble.
In the mature stage the vertical development of the cloud reaches its climax and the cloud top starts to flatten
and spread into the distinctive anvil
head. Turbulence inside the cloud
becomes intense as water droplets
and ice crystals become too heavy to
be supported by the updraughts and
start to fall as rain and hail. This pre-

nEW PAO[]LJCT5 A.
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cipitation drags surrounding airwith it
and, because of the instability, the
process accelerates, generating
strong downdraughts. Turbulence
becomes even more intense and
builds up enormous potential differences (voltages) within the cloud, between clouds, and between the cloud
and the ground. Lightning results as
these potentials are discharged. The
combination of strong up and down
draughts, hail, heavy rain and lightning make this phase the most dangerous for all types of aircraft.
In the dissipating phase the
downdraughts become so intense
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that they eventually overpower the
updraughts, which disappear. The
anvil head becomes more pronounced and cirriform (thin and
wispy), especially at the edges. The
strong downdraughts, which cause
the cloudbase to lose its flat form altogether. The cloudbase may become ragged, or develop a 'mamatus' (Latin fortit) formation. Precipitation in the form of rain and hail
reaches its maximum and the 'dumping' of large amounts of super-cooled
air results in extremely intense, sudden downdraughts known as 'microbursts'. These microbursts reach the
ground and spread out, manifesting
as very strong horizontal gusts radiating in all directions. Microbursts
have been implicated in a large number of airliner crashes in recent years,
particularly in the United States, and
have resulted in great loss of life.

to the fine line that divides a 'pumping' day from a lethal one. Unfortunately it
is the nature of thunderstorms to be unpredictable. Not all thunderstorms
conform to the patterns described above and, in very unstable conditions, a
harmless cu can develop almost instantaneously into a glider-gobbling monster.
The main danger signs to look out for are:
• A very flat base, especially when this is growing darker;
·Rapid Increases in vertical extent of the cloud, frequently associated with
a visible boiling motion and towering appearance;
·Pronounced gusts and lulls associated with the passage of clouds;
·Smaller clouds being drawn into the main cell;
·Clouds moving contrary to the prevalent wind direction;
·Veils of rain or rounded 'mamatus' clouds hanging from below the cloud;
• Animals behaving nervously or a lack of birdsong.
If you are on the ground and you suspect that a thunderstorm may be developing or approaching, don't take off. If you are in the air, land in the nearest
safe landing area as quickly as possible. if you have time pack up your glider.
If not, secure it as best you can and seek shelter indoors or in a car if possible.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD YOU A TIEMPT TO OUTRUN THE
STORM IN THE AIR, OR USE THE GLIDER AS AN UMBRELLA ON THE
GROUND. The metal frame of the glider is an excellent lightning conductor.
Hilltops and isolated tree will also attract lightning and should be avoided.

The lifespan of a typical thunderstorm
is about one hour, although in certain
conditions they can last much longer.

If for whatever reason you find yourself being drawn into a storm, or encounter
lift that you cannot escape, you are already in a life-and-death situation. In the
cumulus stage, the strongest lift will be towards the centre of the cloud and your
best chance of escaping will be at the edges. In mature and dissipating storms,
3. Flying in Thunderstorm Weather
areas of very strong sink can occur anywhere in the cloud. These can be used
As stated earlier, the unstable condito escape the cloud, although this carries a very real risk of inversions, tumbles,
or collisions with the ground or mountains. There are also a number of cases
tions required for thunderstorm derecorded where pilots have successfully used parachute deployment to invelopment also produce excellent
cross-country soaring conditions. It
crease their sink rate, although this carries numerous hazards with it as well.
is vital therefore, to become sensitive
Another possible strategy is to bank the glider steeply and induce a severe
....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,
Side-slip. All of these are radical things to do and the
measures you take to escape the storm may have serious consequences in themselves. But remember
that your life may well depend on escaping the storm
Dales Rd, Palmwoods 4555
by whatever means present themselves as soon as
you can.
Ph. (071) 459185

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS

UPRIGHT TUBINGoSTRONG
Length makes two uprights - $27
Ship 1-3 lengths Aust. wide - $14
INSTRUMENTS AT

AFFORDABLE PRICES
Wrist ALTIMETERS from $45 to $188
VARIO-The HUMMINGBIRD VE-12 Miniature
The PROVEN PERFORMER at an Affordable
Price - thousands in use with approx. 99%
Reliability - Zero set, Sink Alarm Trip Point
and Sensitivity all adjustable externally.
12 Months Warranty. $298
Quick clamp Mounting Kit $25
PARACHUTES, POD HARNESSES, A.S.I.s
Bolle Sunglasses
Hand Fairings, Carabiners
Hang Loops, Tow Bridles
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POSTSCRIPT: On Sunday 24th July 1988 our sport suffered a disaster of unprecedented proportions when five of
our comrades where devoured and killed by a thunderstorm over Como In Northern Italy. The same storm also
Injured a number of hang glider and parapente pilots In the
Alps and lasted for about six hours. The Important lesson
to be learned from this Is that, although the consequences
of the storm may have been unusually severe, this WAS
NOTa freak occurrence. ANY thunderstorm has the potential to wreak similar havoc and the only unusual thing
about the death toll Is that it has not happened before. This
Is especially so considering the current penchant for flying
In questionable conditions In the pursuit of records and
competition victory.

Recommended reading: Department of Science Bureau of Meteorology: Aviation Meteorology - Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1981.
Wallington : Meteorology for Glider Pilots.
The passage by Ray Bradbury comes from Ray
Bradbury: "The Long Rain" in The Illustrated Man,
Panther Books Ltd., St Albans, Herts, UK 1977.
Christophe

Just Learning - Still
by John A Morrow
It was the anticipation of the joy of flight that got me hang
gliding and not the thrill of danger, otherwise I would not
have taken it on. It brought tenseness initially not because
of the risk element, but for the worse of it if it was not done
properly. So it was I gripped the
uprights with such might. I felt
nothing. This led to a headlong
blunder and a sudden jolt when
the grou nd came up with me plu mmeted through the frame . Such
determination, but what did I do
wrong?
Everything!
We bought the " Big Bird", a
Moyes Mars 190. A group of us,
sturdy eager young fellows and
me, as most would say, " Old
enough to know better". Now, I
am not a large strong fellow but
holding up that big hang glider
did much to strengthen my vicelike grip. The works would slide
down out of my hands and the
"wobbly wing " up top would
waver always side to side. I
would run and the nose would
tumble into the ground .
Then at the start of last season
some instructors came to teach
our group and others . They said
I would learn to fly if I really
wanted to, but they despaired on
any early results. "You do
something right every run" they
would say, "Trouble is you don't
do enough things right all at
once". It was not the instructors. I nearly gave it away at the
time, but the thought of failure
was too depressing to contemplate. Those big strong mates of
mine got to be flying off the top
of the hill while I was still doing
little hops down the bottom.
They said, " Don't give up now.
You've put in so much time,
you've done the hardest part" .

own pace. I found another old
bloke round the place, older than
me at least and perhaps wiser,
to be my guardian angel on the
training slope. That man has
such patience, and the thought
occurs, I might have some too.
The fickle wind round here does
not blow all that much, and when
it does it is often the wrong way.
Now it is me that has worked his
way up to the top of the hill.
There is still some tension, an
essential caution, no terror, just
sheer concentration. Wings
straight and level, the breeze
direct and full on the face. Then
all at once the "wobbly wing" is
just right; two steady steps ,
easing into a change of grip with
head and shoulders well forward
for the run, eyes on target. A lift
off, pull speed and we are flying .
Out into trim and we are rising.
What a great feeling!
Now I can turn without joggling
the bar all over the place. My
hands can relax enough to tell
what is going on . The firm feel

of the bar as speed is pulled for
landing satisfies. It is full concentration time again. Mostly I
land without the nose toppling
over, but the flare is not right
yet.
I have flown, out of sight, in the
garage for longer than I have
been in the air. I have gone in
and out of prone thriving on the
imagination. It is harder out
there in the paddock but I did get
into prone once, but briefly. It
did not feel right and the thrill of
flight departed in concern with
the unfamiliar. It is all experience and it grows. I have tried
to ensure that each step is
another forward and not a set
back.
When I think about it, the
amount of time spent assembling, pre flight checking, packing up, towing that great heavy
thing on its wheels up the hill,
waiting for the wind to change,
or get stronger or whatever
surely you have to be some sort
of eccentric. The frustrations
can be considerable. All sorts of
things come along to swallow up
flying opportunities like having to
engage in all the other activities
essential to one's existence,
getting bogged, getting over
some wag, or the wind being
crossed and having to walk the
glider back rather than fly it.
Somehow I think I will get there.
Wish me luck. If nothing else it
has built up my muscles!

Then my partners went their
various ways and I took over
"Big Bird" on my own . Now was
the time to poke along at my
OCTOBER 1988 SKYSAILOR
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SUNSHINE COAST HGC
"YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A
MOYES 1988 HARNESS IN MINT
CONDITION"
The Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding
Club Inc., is at present endeavouring to raise funds for the upgrade of
the nature strip into the Carlo Blow
at Rainbow Beach and to assist in
the stag ing of the 1988 Christmas
Competition at that site.
The Club has its hands on a
beautiful pod harness for the lucky
winner in our Art Union rafflet
(colour of blue). It's only five dollars
($5) a ticket with a minimum of
tickets available and remember
you've got to be in it to win itll
So, just contact our President,
David Cookman on 071/498 573 In
order to get your hand in the lucky
draw or send money to our Treasurer's residence:Mrs Karyn Cookman
17 Carnoustie Street,
Tewantin, Old, 4565
in order to obtain your ticketls by
return mail - remember to give us
all your details, name, address and
phone contact no. (if applicable).

NOTE:The new Secretary of
theClub as of Friday, 5th August,
1988 is Murray Williamson and he
can be contacted on 071/459 353 McGilchrists Road, Eudlo, Old,
4554.
Dave Cookie has retained his
position of President and he can be
contacted on 071/498 572, 17 Carnoustie Street, Tewantin, Old, 4565.

CAIRNS CORNER
" DO YOU WANT TO FLY"

Emergency Channel for your radio's
is for CB.
Channel 9
" 5 or 35
UHF.
The emergency eqUipment bag will
be at the Gillies as soon as a strong
hold has been made (when it is
either retrieved or replaced), and
the Rex Lookout emergency
eqUipment kit bag will be at the Zoo.
Next Social will be a video night for
all those interested; bring your
video's.

Dave offered to make a cabinet for
il am referring to our local site the
our library so any donations of good
Rex Lookout.
books, magazines, video's or other
There is a lot of air traffic in our
relevant material will be greatly
area and many of the aircraft have
appreciated along with any suggespermits to fly lower than 500 ft. AGL
tions on good books the club should
(often 200 ft AGL). This is one of
buy.
the many reasons why we must
adhere to the ruling. (I know you've
Thanks Dean for the club news
been told time and time again but it
going into the Cairns Post every
is important if you don't wish to
2nd Saturday.
loose our only coastal site in FNO).
1. Strictly 300 ft AGL
Till I see you in the Air,
2. Definitely No flying over the
Marjorie
water
3. This ruling is In force until
---------"'""
you reach Craigie

Tickets will be drawn Friday, 25th
November, 1988 at a Special
Meeting of the Management Committee members. The winner will be
notified by mail and advertised in
the following issue of Skysailor.

vJdVJ.r

AND REMEMBER .... IT'S ALL IN A
GOOD CAUSE AND A CHANCE
TO GIVE ALL HANG GLIDER
PILOTS ALIKE AN IMAGE OF
CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS THE
PUBLIC SITES WE USE INSTEAD
OF TAKING AND TAKING.
THANKS EVERYONE - HOPE
YOU'LL SUPPORT US IN THIS
ONE
S. Stephens
SECRETARY
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Seconded by: Mark Esvelt
Tasmanian Hang Gliding Association
The following motions were drafted
with the objective of moving the
Tasmanian Hang Gliding Association towards a more professional,
equitable and active future.
Notice of Motion for Annual
General Meeting Dated: 21/8/88
(date for AG.M. to be announced)
Motion 1 - That the Executive
provide to the A.G.M. a listing of all
current financial members.
Moved by: Mark Esvelt
Seconded by: David Allan

Motion 7 - That the Executive provide interim reports at all General
Meetings.
Moved by: Mark Esvelt
Seconded by: David Allan
Notice of Motion for General
Meeting Dated: 21/8/88
(to immediately follow the AG.M.)
Motion 1 - That a criteria be
drafted for approval for all state
sponsored competition representatives.
Moved by: David Allan
Seconded by: Mark Esvelt

Motion 2 - That the Association
seek funding for ramps constructed
within the state.
Moved by: Mark Esvelt
Seconded by: David Allan
Motion 3 - That the Training Coordinator investigate the usage and
condition of all Training equipment
and provide a written report and
recommendation at the next
General Meeting.
Moved by: David Allan
Seconded by: Mark Esvelt.
Safe Flying
Mark Esvelt

Motion 2 - That the positions of
President, Secretary/H.G.F.A. Coordinator, and Treasurer be declared vacant, and nominations for
these positions be accepted.
Moved by: David Allan
Seconded by: Mark Esvelt
Motion 3 - Nomination 1988/89
for the office of President.
Proposer: Mark Esvelt
Seconder: David Allan
Nominee: Mark Esvelt
Nomination 1988/89 for the office
of Secretary and H.G.F.A. Co-ordinator.
Proposer: David Allan
Seconder: Mark Esvelt
Nominee : David Allan
Nomination 1988/89 for the office
of Treasurer.
Proposer: Mark Esvelt
Seconder: David Allan
Nominee: Steve Richard
Motion 4 - That the positions of
Training Co-ordinator, Safety Coordinator and Safety Officer be
declared vacant and nominations
for these positions be called for.
Moved by: Mark Esvelt
Seconded by: David Allan
Motion 5 - That the Association
seek and implement a fair constitution at the earliest possible date.
Moved by: Mark Esvelt
Seconded by: David Allan
Motion 6 - That the Executive
convene a minimum of four General Meetings annually, and that
the minutes of these meetings be
published and distributed to all
members.
Moved by: David Allan

TASMAN IAN HGA
Tasmania returns yet again to the
torrid pages of Skysailor, to give all of
you northern states an insight into
some higher altitudes at lower latitudes.
Weill actually, now that we are in the
midst of winter the flying in this state is
spasmodic to say the least.
Anyway, to get on with some of the
flying done in the state. On the 4th of
June it seemed as though every pilot
in the state decided to fly Gaffs Hill.
However, the weather forecast
proved to be misleading yet again.
So, not to be beaten by the weather
and faced with a roaring five knots (if
that) at the top of Gaffs a UD challenge seemed in order. It was interesting to note that most gliders landed
in the same paddock, even though
David tried to get some more distance
by soaring a fence (his technique was
rusty).

I hope that all pilots, especially those
who had a laugh, learn from this accident. Remember if you have not
flown for a while, and this applies to
everybody in this state during winter,
treat your next flight with caution and
allow a reasonable margin for errors
of judgement. The article reprinted in
Skysailor in January 1988 on "Safe
Landings" should be kept in mind.
The 5th of June took Bruce, Gus and
myself to Mt Stronach. However, the
wind was still light and being faced
with the long and strenuous carry up
the mountain, the ultimate decision
was required - heads was called (I
think Gus had a $2 coin). A great
flight was had by all, and yes, the
carry up the mountain is really hard.
Thanks to all those concerned for
clearing the launch at Mt Stronach of
trees and brush, as the T.O. is now
much safer and easier to set up on.
The last few weeks have seen some
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flights flown from Gaffs Hill, Mt Stronach and Little Billop. However,
many days have been blown out (The
Tas. pilots keep telling me that this is
the norm for winter).
Now to get into some admin work.
The proposed ramp for Mt Barrow
has been accepted by the Department of Lands Parks and Wildlife,
and the legal documentation is currently being processed by the lands
council. So when we get the final go
ahead on construction, the help of all
pilots and friends will be greatly appreciated.
The ultimate one and only Tasman ian
site guide is nearing completion.
However, I still reqUire the information on Eaglehawk Neck and Mt Wellington (maybe you can help me Peter and/or Nick). Thanks to Charles
for submitting Mt Gatehouse and
Stapleton Point as they are valuable
inclusions to the site guide.

If any member wishes to see the progression of the site guide and offer
any suggestions and/or inclusions,
give David or myself a call.
Safe flying
Mark Esvelt

VICTORIA
Giday Victorians,
Anything Bob Hawk can do, Mike
Coburn can do betterl Victorians, we
are having a referendum on whether
to have the VHGA incorporated in
Victoria. Currently the VHGA is incorporated in South Australia, but we believe that the cover is no longer good
enough. A yes vote will help insure
that VHGA committee members can
not have all their worldly possessions
sued off them in the course of committee work. The referendum will be
at the next Southern Hang Gliding
Club meeting on 4 October 1988 at
the White Horse Inn on the corner of
Burwood Road and Barton Street
Hawthorn.
14

SYDNEY HANG GLIDING
CLUB
Next meeting Oct 18 at
Sports House
Meetings now held on 3rd
Tuesday of the month at
Sports House.

Final call, final call; could everyone
with VHGA equipment please return
it to me as soon as possible Le. the ' - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--.J
next Southern Hang Gliding Club
Warren Hall and reserve Alan Blake.
meeting. The VHGA committee is
Yay Team, Go-for-itl You can do itl
trying to get the equipment organised
RAI RAI RAI Do it for us, your loved
so that more effective use can be
ones back home.
made of it.
Novice pilots take note: It is mandatory for .s.ll novice pilots to have red
streamers flying from their king posts.
Any piece of light weight red material
is suitable. Make it long enough to be
easily visible to your fellow pilots. If
you don't like flying with a streamer
then go for your intermediate rating.
(Don't tell anyone that I told you but
there is word of a crackdown on novices
not
flying
with
streamers .. Shhhhl).
I wou ld guess that every Victorian
Hang Gliding pilot has shared the air
with Radio Controlled model gliders.
Generally there are no problems in
this respect, but hangies remember:
some models fly very fast; pilots of
RC models have problems judging
the exact position of their crafts and
"Tunnel Vision" often develops after
short periods of watching the models.
This means the RC pilot may not
realise how close his glider actually is
to you, or he may not see you altogether. There have been deaths
from hang glider pilots being hit by
radio controlled gliders. In one accident the hang gliders side wire was
severed. So hangies, take care
around RC models and if you get a
chance have a talk to the modeler
and explain your situation. From my
experience they are an understanding bunch.
The 1988 Australian Nationals are to
be held at Kilarney in Southern
Queensland from 5 to 14 October
1988. Who is to be competing forVictoria?
The VIC TEAM:
Grant
Heaney, Alan Beavis, Colin MacRae,
Rob Ruge, Rohan Holtkamp, Ian
Rees, Don Rottman, Ross Hughan,
Mike Rose, Wes Hill, Dave Adams,
Andrew Phillips, Harry Timtschenko,
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Talking about love, Peter Davies and
Carolyn Shaw have decided to take
the great leap forward, together. Yes

after three years of being boyfriend/
girlfriend and while at STEEEEEMEY
Rota-Rua in New Zealand, Peter asked
Carolyn to marry him. The wedding is
to be on 4 March 1989. Good luck
Carolyn and Peter.
Sweet dreams
Myles.

AIRWAVES
ATTENTION ALL
MEMBERS

N.S.W.H.G.A.

A.G.M.
MONDAY
DECEMBER 12TH
SPORTS HOUSE
7 PM
All positions are open for re-election
at the AGM. The "Office Bearers" of
the association are:President, Vice President, Treasurer,
Secretary.
The "Ordinary Members" are:Competitions Co-ordinator, Safety
and Instructors Co-ordinator, HGFA
Co-ordinator.
The model rules that the association
has adopted for Incorporation, require that nominations forthe election
of members, be made in writing ,
signed by two members of the association, and accompanied by the written consent of the candidate. Nominations shall be delivered to the Secretary not less than 7 days before the
AGM.
Each member has the rig ht to appo int
another member as proxy, by notice

given to the secretary no later than 24
hours before the meeting. This notice
must be in the form set out in the
model rules. No member may hold
more than 5 proxies. Please write to
NSWHGA for a copy of the form.
Any member wishing to bring business
before the AGM shall give notice of
that business, in writing, to the Editor
of Skysailor, for printing in Airwaves.
Sorry for all the rules and regsl We
hope they make sense to everyone.
They are not an indication that the
AGM is going to be boring. The same
style of informal get together, as in
other years, will happen again. Drinks
and nibblles will be there. We hope to
see a good turn upl
See you there,
NSWHGA Committee.

The other news story of the month
has involved the "Nedlands Park
Hotel" (commonly called "Steves")
where we hold our monthly meetIngs. Due to the complaints from
local residents about the alleged
"loutish" and "undesirable" behaviourtaking place in the vicinity of the
hotel, the licence for the premises
has been refused. So guess what?
We now have a BYO pub on our
hands I A first; I wonder? Not so for
long if neighbours of other hotels in
residential areas decide to follow
the precedent set here.
Stay tuned next month forthe latest
from our usual correspondent,
Brad, on his return from sunny
Queensland.
Alice Kowalski.

HGAWANEWS
We've featured in the press somewhat
this past month. Rick Williams made
the front page of "The Daily News"
with his remarkable progress towards
recovery. Thanks to all pilots here in
WA and also to those in Victoria for
their continual concern, support and
best wishes. Rick's appreciation is
evident, and his speedy recovery has
obviously greatly been aided by the
concern demonstrated by all. Thanks
again. Incidently, Rick's own account
of his accident has been included in
this month's safety reports.

Accident Report
Pilot: Richard Williams Glider: GTR 162
York Airstrip, WA, 1617188

The competition, aimed at pilots from
Novto Adv, was designed to show free
style hang gliding manoeuvers. Pilots
were asked to perform a series of manoeuvers beginning with a mild stall,
and proceeding to turns and good flair
on landing, and spot landing.
In my case, I was first in the event and
only the second pilot to fly. A cross
wind had sprung up making take-off a
little harder. Upon releasing from the
tow rope, I proceeded to fly back to the
take-off and perform manoeuvers.
The mild stall was first. The mild stall
somehow became a severe stall, with
the glider slipping backwards and proceeding to nose-dive. The glider then
tucked and the leading edge wingtip
broke. Th~ emergency parachute was

•
Inc
QHGANEWS
On behalf of all the pilots flying in
Queensland I would like to thank
the out-going members of the 1987
executive forthe work they have put
into the state to keep hang gliding
on an even keel, so to speakl
These members include Tim Quick
thrown, but the ground came up
and hit before it was fully deployed.
Injuries were extensive; broken
ankle and smashed foot, pelvis
broken in 3 places, lower back broken, punctured lung and massive
internal bleeding. I managed to
survive the first night and am proceeding to full recovery at week 8 of
being in hospital. The accident has
been described to me by other pilots only, as I still have amnesia
associated with the accident and
the following week.
This accident should not have happened as the glider should not have
tucked. However, the safety margin
should have been bigger before attempting the mild stall, ie. at least a
thousand feet to allow a deployed
parachute to fully open. The air may
have been turbulent as the ma-

(RAPAC) liaison), Peter de Mestre
(secretary) and Mike Lewis (president). These people have put in personal time and effort for the sake of
hang gliding in Queensland and Australia. My thanks can not be expressed in a mere letter. Our thanks
also extend to those members continuing on in the executive. I would
like to welcome our new President
(actually stolen from South Oz and
held captive in Qld.) a big round of
applause to Dave Marsh. Dave claims
he is bringing law, order and lucky
envelopes to Queensland. Speedy,
could you introduce yourself to Dave,
he's a little confused as to whether you
are a brand name or a pilotll
Speaking of law and order in Queensland. The new penalty for breach of
height limit (eg. entering CTA) is six
months suspension of flying at the site
at which the offence occurred. For a
second offence it is a twelve month
suspension I No warnings are given
but offending pilots are given a chance
to defend themselves at a QHGA Inc.
meeting. These new rules have already been placed in action with the
suspension of three pilots, Gordon
Beske, Vern Middleton and Gary Thompson. A fourth suspension is pending. To all pilots thinking of flying in
Queensland, particularly Mt Tamborine BE WARNEDIII
Cheers,
Derek

noeuver was attempted at only 500
feet in thermalling conditions. Alternatively, the GTR 162 has a fault and will
tuck after severe stalls initiated by the
pilot! After the crash, the VB was
found to be about 3/4 on, with no faults
in the original set-up, ego luff lines
were connected, compensator connected etc. The Department of Aviation has since been involved in assessing the accident.
As for the pilot, I am a PR4 and started
hang gliding about 5 years ago, and
have several hundred hours of experience on both the coast and inland.
The glider had, on the coast, performed as expected when stalls were
initiated by the pilot, including quite
steep stalls. All other characteristics
of the glider were satisfactory. It is
perhaps best then that competitions
which involve such manoeuvers only
be held on the coast.
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N.A.P.A.C. AND AIRSPACE
- THE DRAMA CONTINUES
Avid readers will recall a few months ago, I wrote a report on
what we had been attempting to do over the previous two
years in the NAPAC forum.
As a result of the adverse reaction to
our initial proposals to try to gain
access to airspace up to 20,OOOft
ASL OCTA, we put up a revised proposal which would, if accepted, raise
our limit to 1O,OOOft ASL subject to a
couple of qualifications, ego prior notification to F.S.U.s and restricted to
Advanced "standard" pilots. This
proposal was formally put to the
September meeting of NAPAC in
Canberra and whilst the concept received wide support and we, as on
organisation, were complimented on
our high standards of administration
and safety, the proposal was not
endorsed.
FLIGHT CREW LICENSING REVIEW
There was really only one reason why
our request for an amendment to
ANO 95.8 (now known as CAO 95.8)
was not agreed to and that relates to
another on-going saga know as the
Flight Crew Licensing Review Committee. This committee was set up
approximately eighteen months ago
following the release of the report of
the House of Representatives Standing Committee of Enquiry into Transport Safety (HORSCOTS). In its report, HORSCOl;S was very critical of
the poor or non-existent standards
for ultralight pilots and laid the blame
on the Department of Aviation (now
know as the Civil Aviation Authority).
As a reaction to this, CAA announced
a review into all pilots "certification",
from jumbo jets pilots to hang glider
pilots. After the initial meeting at
which most aviation groups were
represented, it was decided to split
the review into two seperate groups the Commercial and General Aviation sector; and Sports Aviation sector. Following a further meeting, it
was decided by the Department that
the major effort initially should be
directed towards the commercialiGA
sector, notwithstanding that the
whole review had been brought on
because of the "ultralight problem".
16

The Sports Aviation sector were not
happy about this decision because it
was obvious that if sport aviation pilots had some sort of "licence" to
which other air-space users could
relate, we would be in a much better
position to secure increased airspace
and in the case of say, u~ralights, to
use licensed aerodromes.
To digress slightly, another recommendation of HORSCOTS was that
airspace for ultralights be increased
as soon as possible from 500ft AGL
to "1500ft AGL". It was subsequently
decided by the Department and various interested aviation groups that
what HORSCOTS really meant was
1500 metres ASL ie. 5000ft ASL. As
we all know big wheels turn slowly
and it was only at the last NAPAC
meeting a few months ago that the
increased height limit for ultralights
was agreed upon. However, at the
same meeting, it was decided that no
further changes whatsoever would
be made in relation to airspace until
the findings ofthe Flight Crew Review
Committee were finalised; so that is
why, despite our proposition for increasing our limit to 10,OOOft receiv ing almost universal support, it cannot go through at this time.
WHAT TO DO?
The Flight Crew Licensing Review will
take up to twelve months to finalise.
In the meantime, there are several
things we can and should do to advance and consolidate our position .
1. State Committees should immediately make application through RAPAC for height concessions around
major sites in their region ie. inland
sites where it is likely that heights of
more than 5000ft ASL can be
achieved. These applications should
be well thought out, should provide as
much information as possible as to
frequency of use of the area, typical
numbers of pilots and so on and seek
10,OOOft limits where possible (sub-
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ject to CTA). Applications should include a chart which shows the area
being sought for a concession . For a
popu lar towing site, this may be in the
form of a 100km radius circle around
the site. For mountain sites where
cross country flying is only possible
within a limited quadrant, the boundaries of the quadrant should be shown
aligning if appropriate with geographical features such as highways
or rivers. Also and most importantly,
regard will have to be had for controlled airspace steps, airports and so
on.
2. The other important step which
should be taken, beginning immediately, is that whenever pilots are operating from their local inland site, the
nearest Flight Service Unit should be
notified, advising of your presence in
the area, general direction of travel
and approximate hours of operation.
Do not make reference to possible
maximum heightl For the time being,
we are officially only supposed to go
to 5,OOOft ASL. However, by advising
FSUs (even if they don't really want to
know), the procedure will become
accepted as normal and workable
and they will also get some indication
as to the number of pilots and the
number of sites where thermal/cross
country flying is taking place.
The reason we stress notifying FSUs
is because a lot of other airspace
users would like to see us all carrying
VHF radios for operation above
5,OOOft and this is something that we
would never accept.
Sorry this item is a bit long but it is
important to ourfuture and therefore,
I urge ali members to act upon it as
suggested and, above all, avoid flying
in controlled airspace.
Martyn Yeomans

====

The Australian Women's
Fly-in April 2 - 9, 1988
This was to be the first Womens Competition held in Australia. Unfortunately Easter was a wash out with the
worst flooding for around 25 years. I
had hoped to get at least 5 days flying
out of 7, but this was not to be.

received a letter from some very
keen girls in New Zealand expressing
their wish to fly in any Ladies event
we may run.
There were 2 major Sydney TV Stations and 1 local Station interested in
covering the Ladies Competition I
So I hope to see you there.
Toni Noud.

Sixteen girls were entered, and Lee
Scotts place just inland from Laurieton was to be our headquarters. Two
girls had come from as far away as
Adelaide
with
others
from
Toowoomba, the Gold Coast, Byron
Bay, Newcastle and Sydney to name
just a few. We had only one real flying
day at a small coastal site, but strong
squalls soon put an end to that, ending the small amount of sunshine we
were allowed for the week. Most girls,
however, did gain some experience
from the seminars and talks by Alan
Daniel, Lee Scott and myself. Most
completed their Intermediate ratings
over a two day period.
My thanks to all the girls who took the
time and effort to participate; for not
complaining about the weather, orthe
1 km walk in ankle deep mud just to
get to their cars. This was after Lee's
driveway had claimed one fourwheel
drive vehicle and two tractors in it's
muddy grips. In fact I think we all
enjoyed the adventurel
Special
thanks also to Bob Silver for donating
$100 towards trophies and prizes for
the girls (they all look very nice on my
mantle piece).
These will be presented at the next
Ladies Fly-In. Lee and Robin Scott
did a terrific job of catering to our every needs and made us all feel as welcome in their home as in our own.

ALL JAPAN LAPIES CUP May 1-3. 1987

This year Jenny Ganderton and
I flew into Narita airport and expected
to pick up our gliders which had left 2
days ahead of us. Our gliders had
flown on to Kuala Lumpar and would
take 2 days to get back to Japan, Oh
dear! so much for our ideas of free
flying before the main event.
We spent the extra time hanging around Tokyo trying to kill time
and not spend any money. This is
quite difficult to do. After going
through the usual customs ordeal,
we were driven to a site called Itajiki,
two hours north of Tokyo. The latest
Japanese distance record of 170
kms had just been set from this site.
It looked great, but we didm't getto fly
as the wind was too strong. We left
the next day on a 6 hour drive to
Nanyo for the Ladies Cup.
The competition was a 3 day
event with 28 girls participating.
There was also an A and B class.
The format was a pylon or turnpoint
system with points for speed.
The first competition day was a
ridge race with 4 photo turn points
and a race to goal. The thermal conditions were incredibly strong with a
moderate wind, so Jenny launched
first. I had a slight advantage being
second off the hill, and after a great

race I managed to beat Jenny by a
mere 19 seconds. After the first
round I had 1,000 points with Jenny at
996.
The second day was similar in
conditions but this time the turnpoints
were further apart and off the ridge
making it more difficult. Jenny won
the day, and I thought I might have a
second place after losing time thermailing aftertake-off. I laterfound out
my camera had failed on one turnpoint. This was very disappointing I I
finished with a 5th place for the day.
The last competition day was
called off due to bad weather and
therefore Jenny was the 1988 winner
of the Japan Ladies Cup. Satoami
was 2nd. She has won this competition for the last 2 years and in third
place was Yumiko Kuni "personality
plus" in her little foil 140B.
We had a great time in Japan
and we also had some great free
flying in wave conditions. It was very
low with the base of the clouds at
3,000 ft, and the top of the clouds at
6,000 ft, which we ended up above
and in front offorabout one and a half
hours. I have never flown in wave before, but Jenny has had quite a bit of
experience through-out England and
Europe.
I think the Women's standard
had improved a great deal since I was
in Japan last year. Congratulations
Jenny Ganderton (definitely a lady to
watch out for in the coming competition season).
RESULTS

1. Jenny Ganderton
Foil 150 Racer
2. Satoami
Falhawk Big Bird
3. Yumiko Kuni
Foil 140 b

5.

Toni Noud

Foil 140 Racer

I was hoping this competition would
become an annual event, building
along with the skills of the girls into a
Women's Nationals. Lee Scott has
offered to combine his Novice to Advanced Competition with a Ladies
Cup in December, from the 27th to the
3rd January. For more information
see the details in Skysailors August
competition calendar. Laurieton is a
great area with sites to accommodate
every level of pilot skill. I have also
OCTOBER 1988 SKYSAILOR
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1988 VICTORIAN CLOSED HANG
GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Dates and locations:
The competition shall be conducted
on - 29,30,31/10 and 1/11/88 at Buffalo/Murmungee/Emu (HO located at
Mt Buffalo Caravan Park), 12, 13, 26
and 27/11/88 at Ben Nevis/Buangor/
ElmhurstiLangi Ghiran/Sugerloaf
(HO located at Red Kangaroo Roadhouse).
Entry fee: $10
Organiser: Wesley Hill, 28 Forster
Street, Norlane, 3214.
Rules: The HGFA competition rules
will be used.
Note: Entry is restricted to VHGA
members.

The 1989 World Masters ChampIonship
Once again the Mt Buffalo region
will be playing host to one of the
world's great hang gliding events.
This year it is also incorporating
the Australian Nationals so it will give
our pilots excellent experience forthe
1989 World Championships.
As has been the case in the last two
years the competition will be broken
up initially into two groups assuming
130 pilots enter. After a set number
of rounds a cut will be made and a
final series will be run. At the same
time however, there will be an informal competition for the remaining
pilots to fly in.
The Shire of Bright and the local

community once again are right behind the competition, so pilots can
expect a top class meet and a good
time.
Entry fees have been set at $150
and should be sent to the following
address:'World Masters'
C/- H.G.F.A.,
Sports House,
508/161 Gloucester Street
SYDNEY 2000
N.S.W.
The Competition will start on the
23rd January 1989 with the 21 st and
22nd being official practice days with
launch marshals in attendance. It will
run until the 3rd February with the 4th
and 5th as reserve days if necessary
due to adverse weather.
Any general enquiries can be
sent to me, Stephen Ruffels,
P.O. Box 170, Porepunkah, 3740
(057) 55 1724. Transportation and
accommodation can be arranged if
desired.
Ilook forward to seeing you all in
the skies over Buffalo in January '89.

I

so.'d
\'\Ill--- -to\?

'SF l~tl<\'j '.
\~t~~ \

Stephen Ruffels
Competition Organiser and Director.

THE WOMEN'S WORLD
TEAM 1989

OWENS VALLEY CROSS
COUNTRY CLASSIC (June
- America)
WANTED:
Officials for FLATLANDS
competition
Contact Lee Scott
(065) 569692
(Can work one day, fly the
next)
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This year Birgit Svens flew in
the Owens Valley xc Classic. Although not doing so well in overall
placings, she gained immense experience from flying such a strong and
sometimes turbulent site. Birgit was
leaving her thermals at around
12,000 ft ASL every day, but she was
taking them to around 15,000 ft ASL
by the end of the competitions after
becoming more used to such high altitudes.
Birgit finished in 30th place,
around mid field.
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The team so far for this event
which will take place in Greece between June and July next year consists of:BIRGIT SVENS
Ranked No. 1 Australian female pilot
TONI NOUD
Ranked NO.6 World female pilot
JENNY GANDERTON
Ranked No.2 World female pilot
MARIE JEFFERY
Oueenslands top female pilot.
Each of these girls has had at
least 4 years competition experience,
Australian and International. They
are all saving and training hard at the
moment to try and bring home the
Women's World Championship prize.

THE MID NORTH COAST HANG
GLIDING ASSOC
LADIES AND GENTS FUN FL V-IN
DEC 27 - JAN 3.
Here's an up-to-date report on the Fly-in. The Fly-in is
open to Novice and Advanced pilots. Tasks will be set
for each rating. The main objective is Fun and Flying,
so its not a high pressure competition.
Toni Noud has sent Invitations to New Zealand and
Japanese girls to also come and fly, so no shortage of
girls there guys. Any Australian girls wishing to fly
please contact Toni for other details. Her phone
number is (042) 942919.
Arrangements for Accommodation have been made
with the "Falls" backpackers Farm. This place is also
one of our landing areas during the fly-in, so you can
just fly home, pretty handy.

SWISS OPEN FlESCH 1988
Rank Pilot

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
15
17
20
43
54

Nat Glider

Total

WHITIHALL Robert GB Magic Kiss
3804
BOSTIK Josef
USA Sport 167 WW
3785
NEWLAND Mark
AUS Moyes GTR 162 3676
GOLDSMITH Bruce
GB
Magic Kiss 154 3499
BENDER Toni
D
HP2 Wills Wing 3164
PENDRY John
GB Magic Kiss
2895
DELEZ Roland
SUI Magic Kiss
2848
KUEHR Herbert
ASP-Varia
2783
HAEGLER Phil
BRA Foil
2714
FINZEL Gunther
D
Magic Kiss
2638
COOPER Drew
AUS Moyes GTR 162
2632
DUNCAN Rick
AUS Moyes GTR 162
2573
BRADEN Carl
AUS Foil 160 Racer
2491
MOYES Steve
AUS Moyes GTR 162
2435
SCOTI Danny
AUS Moyes GTR 162 2300
ZUPANC Michael
AUS Moyes GTR 162
1467
DUNCAN Russell
AUS Foil Racer 160B 1161

Three types of accommodation are available:
1. Camping - $8 per night
2. A Large Bunkhouse - $15 per night
3. Self contained Villas - Sleep nine in each - $22.50
per night. and 3 x double rooms.
Hot showers etc. are available for all.
Brekki and Dinner can be supplied: cost $9 per day.
For Accommodation details contact myself on (065)
569692.
Other activities include Water skiing, Horse riding and
bushwalking and a New Year Eve's party.
MNCHGA Competition Organiser
LEE

scan

COMP TITION
CALE DAR

88 NATIONALS. Killarney, S Qld. 514 Oct 88. 80 men plus up to 10
ladies Meet Director: Ian Hird (066)
847328.
Entry Fee $100. See article.

89 NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS
Paeroa Range, Rotorua. Competition days Jan 1-13 1989. More info
from Geoff Christophers, Rotorua
HGC. Ph. Ngakuru (NZ) 710.

NSW TITLES 88. Killarney ~
- Sun 27 Noyember 80 pilots max.
Meet Director Ian Hird (066) 847328.
Entry Fee $80 (I think).

VICTORIAN OPEN '89 28 Dec - 6
Jan. Contact Tony Dennis PH: (060)
561654 for further details.

LADIES and GENTS FLY-IN. 27
Dec - 3 Jan at Laurieton, Mid North
Cost for Nov. and Adv. See article
this issue.
RAINBOW BEACH Christmas
Competition. Many prizes. Contact
the Club's Secretary Sandy
Stephens on (071) 461722 for further
details.

CORRYONG CUP
12 - 15/1/88
More details see next issue
FLATLANDS 88/89
10-18 Jan.
1989. Entry fee $150.
Contact Lee Scott on (065) 569692.
89 NATIONALS. Mt Buffalo area.
23 Jan - 3 Feb 1989. 150 pilots max.
including internationals. See article
this issue.
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RIGGING ADVISORY CIRCULAR
SUBJECT

BACK-UP CHUTE BRIDLE EXTENSION

STATUS

RECOMMENDED

IPENTIFICATION

Hang Glider Recovery Parachutes
All brands including:
Parachutes Australia Back-Up chute
Part No P006 SIN all
Part No P030
Hang Glider pilots have now been wearing Recovery Parachutes attached to their
harness for approximately 10 years.

BACKGROUND

The very early kites were based on the Rogallo Wing Design which had been developed by NASA as a possible means of bringing spacecraft back to earth. Present
designs have evolved to have a very high aspect ratio when compared to 1970 kites.
A recent hang gliding incident has highlighted a potential problem with Hang Glider
Recovery Parachutes.
The bridle cord which connects the parachute to the pilots harness may be too short
to enable the parachute and its rigging lines to clear the wingtip when deployed by
the pilot.
MANUFACTURER ADVISORY
Parachutes Australia the manufacturer of Part No P006 Back-Up chute and Part No
P030 Bullet BaCk-Up chute recommend that owners have their BaCk-Up chute bridle
cords extended from the original 6 metres length to 8.5 metres by either replacing the
bridle with a new one or purchasing a 2.5 metre extension (PA Part No 8078 cost
$10.00 includes postage).
Back-Up chutes manufactured after 1 January 1988 will be supplied with an 8.5
metre bridle as standard.
EFFECTIVE DATE

Immediately

AUTHORITY

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
55 Philpott Street.
MARICKVILLE N.S.w. 2204
PH. (02) 519 1333

CAA and HGFA have received complaints about 1
or 2 pilots flying over houses
on the South side of HILL60.
The people concerned don't
wish to see flying on the NE
side of HILL 60 discontinued, but will prosecute any
pilots continuing to fly the
South side.
20
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How Much Flying Have YOU Done Lately
No k iJc\i"'~ ?

I almost started this item with a joke,
but the topic really isn't funny. In the
past two months I've had stitches in
one hand and two frighteninglyclose-to-not-making-it bomb outs.
Why? ..... I've been flying for eight
years and been a PR4 (non Advanced) for five years. Apart from
some crazy stunts in the very early
days my flying has been relatively
good as far as safety is concerned.
And each of these three recent incidents was at a different but familiar
site. Judge for yourselves.

1. Towing from a paddock in which
I've landed many times, flying a biggerglider (190 sq ft) and doing a landing approach that was coming off
nicely. But the fence kept getting
closer and the glider refused to land.
Not hitting the fence involved a sloppy
landing, pain, blood and a ruined
weekend.

2. Mt. Blackheath, westerly strong
enough to ridge soar to about four
hundred feet above. Not much thermal activity so a headwind cruise over
the valley seemed like fun. Race
back to the ridge (actually the big
bowl about one kilometre south of
take-off) only to find no lift in the
middle of the bowl. The wind must be
off but which way? Take a punt and
turn right (south) and the sink is
worse . Too late and low to go back,
look for a landing area and ... oops I'm
over the biggest patch of forest
around. Two small cleared paddocks
right in the middle. Trevor, watching
from a great height, is ready to radio
the rescue squad. I'm too busy to be
more than really scared ... The walk
and climb out took hours. The driving
around in the valley to find the road
into the paddock took all afternoon.

3. Mt. Keira, nice sunny afternoon,
wind lives on the water showing a light
northerly breeze and small "cycles"
coming up the front, dead still inbetween. Lovely. Launched into a
'cycle' and fell one hundred feet almost as soon as the ramp was
cleared. Raced forthe uhi and if not
for one bubble which gave back three
hundred feet, I'd have had to try for
one of the tiny fields at the foot of the
hill.
As you've no doubt guessed the root
cause of these close calls was carelessness, perhaps made worse by
having a great summers flying last
season and not flying since. The
confidence was still there, but the
sharpness wasn't.
No Joking, I've been lucky.
David Petre.

ACCIDENT REPORT
GLIDER:
MOYESGT 170
GLIDER DAMAGE:
Bent Uprights, Keel
MODE OF LAUNCH:
Foot from hill
NAME OF SITE:
Rex Lookout 160 feet
WIND DIRECTION AT LAUNCH
SE
WIND STRENGTH AT LAUNCH
(knots approx)
20-25
DISCRIPTION OF EVENTS: Flew
from Rex Lookout too oak beach in
strong wind conditions 25 to 30 . Did
a down wind run along the beach
turned in to beach to complete landing into the wind but glider stalled
three-quarters way thru the turn and
fell into the water.
OCTOBER 1988 SKYSAILOR
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QUEENSLAND
GT 170 (int) with double french connection, good condition, flies well.
$600, also COCOON harness, excellent condition. $100 phone: Rod or
Sue (070) 534006
FOIL 160B (int) light blue UE gold/
orange, U/S, fully aerofoiled and all
race and performance options. Buy
this glider for more than a grand less
than current racers at $2,500. Many
Spares included. Ph (07) 2033565 AI

H's
COCOON HARNESS Medium size,
blue with chute bag: $100 AH (071)
622664
WINCH WIRE 1.6 mm Range 2 High
Tensile, approx 3 km on roll: $120
ono AH (071) 622664
LOST Green glider bag, Mt Tamborine 17/8 on road between Canungra
and bottom landing. Ph: Bill (07) 371
0492
GT190 (int) White main sail, Red UE,
Dark blue U/S. Glider is in excellent
condition $1,000 ono Ph: Ron (07)
2092126
GTR 162 RACE (int) Near new condition (doesn't get used) top of the
range (heavy grade cloth and reinforced strip on trailing edge), white
22

sail, yellow UE and tomato red centre
section underneath, real value at
$2,750 Ph: Ted (071) 867243
INSTRUMENTS
AVTRONICS
PLAINSMAN incl charger - $300
MOYES COCOON HARNESS
(large) blue with rainbow striping $100
CHUTE Odyssey 26' canopy - never
thrown - $150
REALISTIC CB 5 watt 6ch with hand
held mic and charger - $120
PH: Glen (07) 352 6404 AH
LlTEK VARIO AND THOMMEN AL·
TIMETER in fibre glass pod $375
PROBE II 175 $800 PH: (07) 349
2321
GTR RACE 162 (Int) Grey leading
edge, white on top, light blue and dark
blue under. Low hours $2,600 Good
condition.
MOYES POD (large) used twice, as
new condition, silver with green and
gold webbing $400
POD Secondhand, Dark blue $180
PH: Jack Pheonix Hang Gliding
School, Rainbow Beach (071)
863166
MOYES GTR 148 (int) two and a half
years old. Flouro green UE pink front
top surface, white US, speed bar,
speed wires, airfoil uprights, king
post, spare upright (round). Good
tight sail, no repairs or flutters.
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Flies very well. Small 'A' frame, suits
small pilot (easy T.O. & landing) Sail
faded faircond but good price $1,300
PH: Bernie AH (071) 955697

NEW SOUTH WALES
GTR 162 (int) Good condition, flies
well, yellow UE & U/S, white T/E.
Speed bar & faired king post $1,500
ono
AIRBORNE TRIKE two seater, Rotax 531 water cooled engine with
arrow wing &trailer. Good valuel PH:
Bevan (065) 598824 or Lee Scott
(065) 569692
GTR 162 (int) Clean sail, no cuts , fully
airfoiled with speed wires with spares
$2,000 ono PH: (042) 942584 (Scott
or Tony)
FOIL 160B (int) Immaculate grey &
pink sail, fully airfoiled. This glider is
a special race tuned glider without
sacrifice of handling PH: (042)
942584 (Scott or Tony)
FOIL 165 (int) Silver leading edge
with rainbow under/surface. Only 28
hours old, in immac condo This glider
has been sitting in a rack since the
pilot turned into an emu PH: 042
942584 (Scott or Tony)
GTS 170 (int) Yellow & red all Mylar
top surface, 25 hours old. Complete
with harness, parachute, adjustable
billow and full instrumentation $2,000
PH: (02) 735239

SOLAR WINGS TYPHOON 163 (int)
Purple UE & UlS, gold top surface.
Double surface glider $600
MOYES BACKPACK HARNESS
Black with silver/green strips. Suit
5'10" + pilot $150 PH: (02) 3872613
AH 3315118BH
MOYES POD Harness blue, medium, used twice. Bargain $370 ono
PH: Tim (046) 667908
GTR 162 (int) Red UE, White U/S,
excellent condition, $2,200 PH: Mark
(042) 717954 AH (042) 295881 BH
GTR FULL RACE (int) All options
white top surface, pink and blue undersurface, low hours, mint condition
$2,600 PH: (067) 329108 BH (067)
323306 AH
MOYES GTR 148 (int) Black UE,
white mainsail, 2 tone blue UlS, excellent condition, features +, fully
faired, U/R+KP. Speed wires, anhedral or dihedral wires, VB, batten
profile, new bag. speed bar, spare
mylar, never been crashed, just been
cleaned and trimmed, very tight sail.
Will freight. Bargain at $1,800 PH:
Trevor (066) 793404
PROBE 11175 (int) Whitetempercoat
leading edge, red undersurface, excellent condition $800 PH: (063)
07417
GTR 162 (int) Very good condition
$1,200 or will swap for MARS or
equivalent. PH: Tim (066) 863883
BH 295072 AH
MISSION 170 (Nov) Very good condition, speed bar, blue, green & white
$1,800 PH: Steve (02) 5974272
COCOON HARNESS Back Pack
model, suit 5'7" to 5'10" PH: Steve
(02) 597 4272

GTR Race 162 (int) $2.500 - Good
condition
MARS 170 (Nov) $1,100 - Good condition PH: Lee Scott (065) 569692
MARS & C.To's (nov) various colours
$1,100 PH: Ross (049) 431900. Also
WANTED Mars or Gyro 150
FULL RACE 166 MAGIC IV Red
mylar leading edge, white dacron
mainsail and gold undersurface. Low
hours, still in good condition. Prepared to freight $2,5000no PH: Phil
Flentje (042) 942052 BH
(042)
942218 AH
GTR 162 (int) Yellow UE, two tone
green U/S., well maintained glider,
good tight sail with no rips, tears or
flutter. Excellent value at $1,450.
Write to:- Wayne PO Box 230 Numbin NSW or PH: (066) 847328
165 FOIL (int) Top performer, green
UE, blue U.S., white main $1,100
PH: Guy (063)421672
GTR 162 (int) Low hours, red UE,
white main, blue & white U/S
1st to see will buy $1,700 PH: Colin
(02) 5273105 AH (02) 5423025 BH

Also WANTED GTR 175 or similar
glider PH: (052) 471483 BH (052)
223374AH
MAGIC 111165 John Pendry's World
Championship kite. Faired uprights
plus new spare, faired king post,
speedbar, VB, pitchie. All in excellent
condition. I'm Into trikes, so no further use. $1,500 PH: (03) 7894134

MOYES BLUE BACK·PACK CO·
COON HARNESS with red, orange
and yellow stripe. (10 hrs airtime
only). Wanted -straight Sky Dart 2. U
E or whole kite. $150 for harness PH:
Jim (03) 3377524
INSTRUMENT DECK Aircraft altimeter (20,000 feet) . Ball vario. Both
in a fibreglass pod with Ball clamp,
good condition $275 PH: (03) 555
4810 (ask for Ian).
FOIL 160B RACER includes spare
down tube, hand mitts and map case.
Low hours, excellent condo going
O.S. $2,850 PH: (03) 5833280

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
VICTORIA
VISION 3. 170 (Nov) Pink UE, light
blue U/S, white T/E only 5 hours
airtime perfect condo Suit new kite
buyer PH: Jeanette (03) 758 0091
$1,8000no
MARS 190 Two and a half years old.
Red UE and white sail. Excellent first
glider $1,000 PH: (052) 471483 BH
(052) 223374 AH.

GYRO II 160 (Nov) Red UE, white
mainsail, ex cond $1 ,400 PH: Color
Sharon (088) 273218
MOYES GTR 162 (int) 6 hours only,
blue UE, yellow & white main, red
keel pocket, speed bar, faired uprights $1,900 ex cond PH: Paul 381
6204

FLEDGE 3 ET FOX BAT (int) Fabulous hang glider or trike wing $1,500
PH: Ken (02) 631 0886
FOIL 165 (int) Special gold UE, Red
and yellow undersurface, rainbow
insert on top surface (very tasty),
faired kingpost. UE, keel, X-bars etc
original and as new. 2 spare uprights,
new nuts and bolts, manufactured
Aug 1986 $1,250 PH: Nick Palaric
975 1233 BH 953 4249 AH (Please
leave message)
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FOIL RACER
STILL SETTING THE PACE - WORLD WIDE
JAPAN

GERMANY

BRAZIL
NORWAY
USA

Carl Braden wins the Descente Birdman Cup.
Masehiro Miwegishi wins the Oshima Aerobatic
competition with three perfect loops.
Knut Von Hentig -takes the 1988 German League
winning five of the seven meets.
Phil Haegler wins the 1988 National Champs.
Tor Haugnes wins the 1988 National X/C League.
Geoff Loyns sets another World Record* for
speed around a 25km triangle .
• SUBJECTTO FAI RATIFICATION

1/ 189 PARKES ST
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FOIL RACER 140, 150, 160, 170 ARE GUTESIEGAL CERTIFIED

